The Spleen Center

Triangle on far left
Energy of Lymphatic and Immune System are controlled by Spleen Center

Center for Intuition
Center for Immune System

Awareness Center – one of 3 (Ajna, Spleen, Solar Plexus)

Survival awareness
   Fear based
   Intuition in the moment
   Healthy
      Tells you not to go into dark alley at night
      or to back of dark cave
      or jump off a building
In the now – has internal sense of time

Known as feel good center
   Feels good – keep going in that direction
   Doesn’t feel good – probably something intuitively you need to look at

DEFINED SPLEEN

Most important thing in the chart
Fear center
When defined probably paralyzed in fears of the spleen
Different gates have different fears
Significantly impacts life – afraid they will die (unconsciously)
Fears are limited and totally in the now
   Just do it anyway – as long as using strategy
Very powerful immune system
   Don’t notice they are sick until really sick
   May walk around with a 104 degree fever for 3 days
   May go into emergency room because they have had pain in chest for 3 days and
   find out they are suffering from heart attack
   Can take medicine - as much as they need
   Homeopathy may not be the way to go – too sick by the time they notice

Intuition
   Fixed way of getting intuitive info
      Gut, voice, vision…
   Always experience intuition in the same way
      Trustworthy
   Time – always in the now
Communicates one time and then it is done
When messages come, very easy to get paralyzed in that fear
*Don’t have to get stuck in that fear

Gate 48: Gate of depth
Get to depth of information
Want to be prepared
Workshop junkies – if I just get this certificate, this training, then...

Gate of taste
507 different kinds of mustard in fridge – can taste all the differences
Could be picky eaters

Fear: INADEQUACY – enormous amounts of info and training and don’t do the thing they are really designed for because they fear they don’t have enough training.

Fear is in the now. Push through it and it is gone.

Example: A SW Airline pilot is required to take an academic test each year. Despite the fact that he has many, many years of piloting experience as a test fighter for air force jets and also commercial pilot, he spends 2 months studying for the test – every year. This year he broke through the fear, did not study and aced the test.

Gate 58 deeply intuitive
most psychic gate in the Human Design

Fear: OF THE FUTURE

Gate 44 Gate of smell
All about the past – can smell a liar and cheat from miles away

Fear: OF THE PAST
Fear of looking at what might have happened

*Gate 44 plus open Will Center
DO NOT UNDERGO PAST LIFE REGRESSION THERAPY
It will break their hearts

Gate 49 fear: RESPONSIBILITY
If I don’t do this will I let everyone down?

Gate 32 ½ Channel of Ambition

Fear: OF FAILURE
Gate 28

Fear: LIFE HAS NO MEANING
Everything in life is hard

Demari

Gate 28 in line 6 and Blaze of Glory
Gate of struggle
Lots of experimentation in value in life
   Example: test fighter pilot
If in Neptune – lots of experimentation with drugs and alcohol
Experiments with all the “wrong” workshops, careers
Struggling to break free of family
Pick problems with hardest route
   *It is through the struggle- find the easiest path and look back and can see I could have done it this way

Gate 18 ½ Channel of Judgment
Gate of the Editor
Frustrated that nothing will be right
If they do something, it won’t be right – will have to do something else to it
Always a better way of doing it

Fear: THAT NOTHING WILL BE RIGHT

Look at the different configurations and see where they might be stuck
   Type
   Strategy
   Break free from being paralyzed
What is this person’s fear?
   If immobilized by it look at the Spleen

With open root – under pressure and fear at the same time
Push through and doing it will free person from the conundrum

If the gates are colored in red (unconscious)
   Not a lot you can do about the fear expressed unconscious
   Awareness can help them flow with it and make different choices

Gate 32

Gate of Ambition – or not
You dream Big
Gift with big ideas - to make big impacts on the world
Ideas so big, stuck wondering how and afraid they will screw it up
Tends to have a hard time breaking things down into manageable steps
Feels stuck because dreams are so big they can’t make them come true
Hint: They are supposed to think big!
Hooked up with other big thinkers and BIG things happen

UNDEFINED SPLEEN

No sense of time
 Completely no sense of time
 May/may not be on time to reading if client and if reader
 Kids sent to the room to put socks on and an hour later when you find them in w/o socks on they look at you - What?

*message them into understanding time

May overcompensate: child may get up at 5:45, have lunch made and dressed and ready to go by 6:30 when school doesn’t start until 9:30

Sensitive Immune System
 Senses nuances
 Feels a cold coming on way before defined spleen & may get better faster because they take care of selves
 More sensitive to drugs/alcohol
 1 glass of wine is enough
 Don’t or won’t take medication- maybe 4 aspirins in whole life
 Modify doses of prescriptions (consult with Dr)
 Always feels a little “not good” – feels better with a defined spleen
 If in a relationship with defined spleen, won’t want to let go
 Parents with defined spleen/child with undefined has anxiety separation from parent

Tendency of Open Spleen
 Always looking for spleen fix to feel good
 Could be people, relationships, beliefs, things, belongings
 Holds onto things longer than they should

Open Root/Spleen
 Under pressure to hold onto things longer than they should
 Child won’t go to school, leave home, make changes, is clingy
 Gets better after 7 years old – aura is not mature until age 7
COACHING

Put everything you don’t use everyday into box
Put into garage for 3 months- if not using
Put into storage for 3 months
Then get rid of it

Or
EFT what is resistance to letting go of it

Spleen is fear center
Fear energies bonds with stuff – feel good
Energetic bonds with stuff to feel good

Similar Stories in Chart

Open Spleen
Gate 21 – management and allocation of resources
Don’t want to let go / might need it

Job opportunities and Relationships
Afraid to let go / even if they hate it

50-27 – very deeply responsible mothering energy
Wears clients out
No sense of time

Couple both with Open Spleens
Separated/marriage therapy 1time per week for 8 years
Daughter defined – both wanted her (spleen energy)

Deeply, deeply intuitive
Wise about intuition
Wise about healing
Very powerful medical intuitive
Can take on other peoples immune system – feels client pain
Be aware if you suddenly feel pain – “Oh, this is not my pain.”

How they get intuitive information changes depending upon who they are with

Vision, voice, hair stand on arm...

Fear is that they are not intuitive – certainly are

Same fears as undefined
Fear won’t be as strong when undefined
or pick up on others fears and amplify

Question of Undefined Spleen Center:
Are you still holding onto what’s not good for you?